Abstract A regional model was used to simulate the water cycle over the Indian Ocean (IO) and Maritime Continent (MC). Sixteen 92 day simulations were performed using different combinations of eight cumulus parameterization schemes and three planetary boundary-layer (PBL) parameterization schemes. The strength of the water cycle in the IO and MC, measured by its domain mean precipitation and precipitable water, differs substantially among the simulations. The large spread of water cycle strength is mainly toward dry biases in comparison to global data assimilation products. The simulated water cycle, its spread, and biases differ between the IO and MC. Influences of PBL schemes can penetrate into the upper troposphere and those by cumulus schemes into the boundary layer. Dry biases in the simulations are produced mainly because of feedbacks among erroneously low diabatic heating peaks, shallow moisture convergence layers, dry lower troposphere, and weak surface evaporation. There is no single type of parameterization scheme that can be identified to be the main sources of the dry biases. It is the combination of errors from three types of parameterization schemes, namely, cumulus, PBL, and microphysics, that makes the simulated water cycle unrealistic. The lesson learned is that the tropical water cycle can be better simulated only by improving parameterization schemes of different processes all together as a package.
Introduction
The atmospheric water cycle is central to many fundamental processes in the earth system. The strength of the water cycle can be quantified in terms of the water budget. Fundamental elements in the water budget are transport and phase changes of water. They can be estimated from observations and simulations of numerical models. Important quantities are precipitation, surface evaporation, large-scale transport, and moistening and drying by unresolved (subgrid) processes such as cumulus convection, turbulence, and microphysics. Changes in their balance are closely connected to global and regional climate [Del Genio et al., 1991; Trenberth, 1998; Held and Soden, 2006; O'gorman and Schneider, 2008] .
The global water cycle has been studied using global reanalysis data and output from numerical simulations of global models. These data and model simulations all have their own respective biases [Trenberth and Guillemot, 1998; Bengtsson et al., 2004; Andersson et al., 2005; Hack et al., 2006; Hagemann et al., 2006; Hagos and Leung, 2012; . These biases are mostly due to misrepresentations by parameterization of physical processes that comprise the water cycle, in addition to model resolutions [Hagemann et al., 2006] . The degree to which the water cycle depends upon physical parameterization remains largely unexplored, despite its importance [Johnson, 1984] . Previous studies have focused on climate models both coupled and uncoupled to the ocean [Dai, 2006; Lin, 2007; Liepert and Previdi, 2012] . Common model biases include too frequent precipitation in the tropics [Dai, 2006; Stephens et al., 2010] , and too strong precipitation relative to evaporation [Liepert and Previdi, 2012] that indicates a too active water cycle. Connections between biases of tropospheric moisture and precipitation depend on regions [Ma et al., 2013] . 2011]. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no systematic documentation of sensitivities of the largescale water cycle over the tropical ocean to cumulus and PBL parameterizations.
The purpose of this study is to document sensitivities of the water cycle in the tropics to cumulus and PBL parameterization schemes in a regional model. The focus is the Indian Ocean (IO) and Maritime Continent (MC), which play important roles in the global water cycle system [Manabe and Holloway, 1975; Bosilovich and Schubert, 2002; Roads, 2003] . The west IO is the largest source of moisture for the Indian summer monsoon, and evaporation over the southern IO is an important source of water for the Sahel region [Bosilovich and Schubert, 2002] . The MC region hosts a tropical precipitation maximum rivaled only by those in the South Pacific convergence zones, Africa, and South America [Roads, 2003] . Precipitation produced by global climate models often suffers from large biases over the IO and MC [Neale and Slingo, 2003; Hack et al., 2006; Hagemann et al., 2006; Schiemann et al., 2013] .
In this study, eight cumulus schemes and three PBL schemes were combined without tuning in various ways in 16 simulations. The simulations were all initialized and forced at the lateral boundaries by a global reanalysis data set. Time-independent sea surface temperature (SST) was used as the lower boundary conditions. With these observational constraints, there is still considerable sensitivity of the water cycles in the simulations to the cumulus and PBL parameterization schemes, which varies between the IO and MC. In an effort to identify the source of the sensitivity, we diagnosed the water cycle in terms of its bulk (time and domain mean) properties, vertical profiles, and time evolution of its major components through the simulations. What we found is daunting although not totally surprising: while each parameterization scheme has its own tendency to producing certain biases in the water cycle, it is the combination of different parameterization schemes that the simulated water cycle is most sensitive to. This absence of a single source of biases suggests that the water cycle can be better simulated only by improving parameterization schemes for different processes all together as a package.
The model, data, and diagnostic methods used in this study are described in section 2. The spread of the bulk properties of the simulated water cycle and its sensitivities to cumulus and PBL parameterization schemes are presented in section 3. Discussions on vertical profiles of moisture and temperature tendencies and clouds are given in sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 provides summarizing discussions.
Model and Data

Model and Simulations
The Advanced Weather Research and Forecasting System (WRF) version 3.3 was used in this study. WRF is a fully compressible, nonhydrostatic model with a third-order Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme [Skamarock et al., 2008] . The configuration of the model consists of a regional domain (20 S-20 N, 45 -160 E) embedding the IO and MC (Figure 1 ). There are 267 east-west and 89 north-south grid points of 50 km horizontal grid spacing and 28 vertical levels, with the highest level at 50 hPa. Three diagnostic domains are outlined in Figure 1 . The large domain covering both the IO and MC (hereafter referred to as IOMC) is essentially the same as the model domain, except for the exclusion of the 10 grid points nearest to the boundaries. One smaller domain is over the equatorial and another over the MC (10 S-5 N, 95-125 E) . Hereafter, we will use IO and MC to refer to both these regions and their model diagnostic domains.
Eight cumulus schemes and three PBL schemes were used in this study (Table 1) . These schemes are commonly used in simulations of regional and global weather and climate. The cumulus schemes are based either on principles of mass flux (KF, SAS, NSAS, TK, ZM) or adjustment (BM, BMJ). Some include treatment of shallow convection (NSAS, SAS, TK, and PB), and others convective momentum transport (TK, ZM, and NSAS). The PBL schemes are based on approaches of local turbulent kinetic energy (MYJ, UW) or nonlocal mixing (YSU). There are different versions of the same types of schemes (e.g., BM versus BMJ, SAS, and NSAS) and slight modifications of the same scheme, such as turning off the shallow cumulus scheme in NSAS (NSASnoSH).
A total of 16 numerical simulations were performed, each with its own combination of cumulus and PBL schemes (Table 2) . In two runs, cumulus schemes were disabled (NoCU-MYJ, NoCU-YSU). These simulations provide direct comparisons of the water cycle simulated using the same cumulus scheme paired to different PBL schemes, and vice versa. Other parameterization schemes remain unchanged in all simulations: the WRF single-moment six class (WSM6) microphysics scheme, containing water vapor, cloud water, rain water, ice, snow, and graupel [Hong et al., 2004; Dudhia et al., 2008] ; the new Rapid Radiative Transfer for General Circulation Models for both longwave and shortwave radiation [Mlawer et al., 1997] ; the Monin-Obukhov and Monin-Obukhov-Janjic surface layer scheme [Monin and Obukhov, 1954] ; and the Noah land-surface model [Chen and Dudhia, 2001] .
The integration time of all simulations was 92 days, beginning on 1 October 2009, with output every 6 h. The initial and boundary conditions were provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-I) [Simmons et al., 2007] . The lateral boundary conditions were updated every 6 h. Over the ocean, time-independent sea surface temperature (SST) from the same reanalysis was used as the lower boundary condition (Figure 1 ). When the SSTs are time-dependent in a model without coupling to an ocean model, there would be an unrealistic shift in the relative phases between SST, convection center, and its related surface wind. They in reality, interact with each other instead of convection being forced by varying SST. This shift would introduce additional errors in surface fluxes. Therefore, we decided not to include a simulation with prescribed SST with time-dependent fluctuations.
Observations and Their Proxies
The precipitation product 3B42 from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) [Kummerow et al., 1998 ] was used to evaluate precipitation from the simulations. The main data source for evaluating other elements of the simulated water cycle is the special global ECMWF real-time analysis for WCRP and WWRP-THORPEX Year of Tropical Convection Project (YOTC) [Waliser and Moncrieff, 2008; Waliser et al., 2012] . We chose this data set because of its inclusion of hydrometeor information (e.g., cloud water and ice contents), heating and moistening or temperature and moisture tendencies by parameterized processes, and high-resolution grid spacing (25 km) that are not all available from other (re)analysis data.
Global reanalysis data sets MERRA and CFSR were used for comparison to YOTC (Table 3) . They are all data assimilation products of numerical models affected by known and unknown problems in their parameterizations. They may compare very well with in situ observations in some tropical fields but not so in others, especially those directly produced by parameterization schemes, such as precipitation [Roads, 2003; Trenberth et al., 2011] , evaporation [Trenberth et al., 2011] , and diabatic heating . They are not observations but their best proxies. They nevertheless serve as an excellent reference for evaluating model simulations. MERRA may compare to satellite precipitation over oceans better than other reanalysis [Bosilovich et al., 2011] , but it has a weaker water cycle due to less evaporation [Trenberth et al., 2011] . ERA-I may have the best balance in the water cycle [Lorenz and Kunstmann, 2012] .
For most results shown in this study, these reanalysis data are consistent with each other in a sense that their differences, even if not negligible, are smaller than those between them and the WRF simulations and between the WRF simulations. Large discrepancies among the reanalyses are, however, evident in some aspects. We discuss results from different reanalyses only in some cases and leave it to the readers to judge in others.
Water Cycle Calculation
The equation for atmospheric water in the model is
where q5q(x,y,p,t) is mixing ratio (g kg 21 ) of water in all phases and hydrometeor types: vapor (q v ), cloud water (q c ), rain water (q r ), ice (q i ), snow (q s ), and graupel (q g ). The first term on the right-hand side of equation (1) is q flux convergence by horizontal winds (u,v) , and the second term the q flux convergence by vertical wind (x). The third term represents q tendencies due to subgrid, parameterized physics: cumulus (or deep) convection (CU), shallow convection (SH), microphysics (MP), and boundary-layer processes (PBL).
Averaged over a specific domain of an area A, the first term on the right-hand side of equation (1) can be calculated as a closed line integral over its boundary S,
where the unit vectorn is perpendicular to the boundary S. The numerical accuracy of the line integration is much higher than that of the areal integration. In this study, we used the line integration of (2a) to estimate the net q flux convergence (C). We define C positive if there is net q import into the domain. The line integration of (2a) consists of four terms, each being a line integral along one of the domain's boundaries: east (F E ), west (F w ), south (F S ), and north (F N ), respectively:
Equation (1) can be further averaged over time (the 92 day simulation period) and integrated over the atmospheric column. For a given variable a5 a(x,y,p,t), we define its time mean a5 aðx; y; pÞ, its domain mean hai5haiðp; tÞ, and vertical integration a ½ 5 a ½ ðx; y; tÞ. The vertical integration needs to be weighted by the mass of each vertical layer: a ½ ðx; y; tÞ52
adp, where g is gravity (9.8 ms 22 ).
By averaging over a domain of interest, equation (1) becomes:
where the first four terms on the right-hand side correspond to the domain mean of those in the righthand side of (2b). Equation (3) can be further integrated vertically for the entire atmospheric column,
where PW 5 [q] is precipitable water, C the water flux convergence across domain boundaries, which is dominated by water vapor flux convergence, E surface evaporation, and P surface precipitation. In this study, the units of PW is mm and those of E, P, and C are mm day 21 . P includes precipitation produced by deep and shallow cumulus schemes and microphysics without parameterized convection at each grid point. The latter is sometimes referred to as large-scale or explicit rainfall. Convective schemes are sources for cloud water and cloud ice on the resolved scale. Then the microphysics acts on these produced clouds. All but one cumulus parameterization scheme used in this study include shallow cumulus by itself (PB). The ZM scheme was coupled with the PB shallow cumulus scheme in two simulations (ZMPB-MYJ and ZMPB-YSU). More details on the water cycle calculations are given in Appendix A.
Temperature and Water Tendencies
Vertical profiles of diabatic heating and moistening, or temperature and water tendencies, from parameterization schemes were saved from the simulations and are available to different degrees from the reanalysis data ( 
Similarly, the total water tendency (Q2, the third term in the RHS of equation (1) 
All diagnostics of the water cycle were made using daily mean data.
Water Cycle
Column-Integrated Properties
We first diagnose the vertically integrated water cycle based on equation (4) deviations from YOTC are as obvious as in the MC. In these simulations with large dry biases (BM-MYJ, BMJ-MYJ, ZM-MYJ, ZMPB-MYJ), <[q]> is lower than that in YOTC by up to 40%. Dry biases, however, barely exists in a few other simulations (NSAS-YSU, SAS-YSU, TK-YSU).
Most, if not all, simulations that suffer from large dry biases in precipitable water (BMJ-MYJ, BM-MYJ, ZM-MYJ, ZMPB-MYJ, NSAS-MYJ) also produced insufficient domain mean precipitation (<P>) compared to TRMM and YOTC, while simulations that do not suffer much from dry biases in precipitable water (SAS-YSU, TK-YSU) produced spuriously strong <P> especially in the IO (Figures 2c and 2d ). <P> in YOTC and TRMM are very similar to each other, whereas CFSR and MERRA have smaller values, consistent with Trenberth et al. [2011] . Spread in precipitation among the simulations appears to be much larger in the IO than MC. This difference comes from large fluctuations in precipitation in the IO in two simulations (TK-YSU, NSAS-YSU). With this exception in mind, we hereafter will use ''dry'' to describe negative biases in the simulations in both precipitable water (against YOTC) and precipitation (against TRMM), and ''moist'' or ''wet'' to describe their positive biases.
Figure 2 also shows the time series of domain-averaged surface evaporation (<E>) and vertically integrated net water flux convergence across the domain boundaries (<[C]>). As for precipitable water and precipitation, fluctuations in <E> and <[C]> are much larger in the IO than in the MC in some simulations (e.g., SAS-YSU, TK-YSU). All of these unrealistic large fluctuations, including those in <P> and <PW>, are related to spurious tropical cyclones in the IO, which are mostly absent in the MC.
During the integration period (1 October to 31 December 2009), there was a Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) Julian, 1971, 1972] . This is because evaporation is more constrained over land than over the ocean, and moisture supporting the convective pulse in the MC could only come from the large-scale supply (positive <[C]>), which will be discussed more in section 3.3. Note that mean evaporation in both regions is similar, and the difference is in the response to short-term pulses (Figures 2e and 2f). None of the simulations reproduced this MJO event (Figures 2c and 2d ). The reason for this significant model failure cannot be fully understood here without any successful simulation. We will focus our discussion only on the large-scale biases and errors in the water cycle among all simulations over the 92 day period. Pi MERRA < h Pi CFSR < h Pi YOTC in the MC. Similar results were documented by Lorenz and Kunstmann [2012] when they calculated the global long-term mean precipitation over land. Nonetheless, the differences in time scales (long-term versus intraseasonal) and locations (global versus MC), it is important to notice that long-term trends over land are also present in shorter time scales. Lorenz and Kunstmann [2012] also found the same result over the oceans (h Pi MERRA < h Pi CFSR ). In our study, however, h Pi MERRA > h Pi CFSR in the IO. This indicates regional variations in the water budget discrepancies among the reanalysis products.
Most simulations with dry biases in precipitable water
In simulations with large dry biases, <½ C > can be almost zero (Figures 3g and 3h ), but not evaporation (BMJ-MYJ, BM-MYJ, ZM-MYJ, KF-MYJ, Figures 3c and 3d ). Possible differential roles of evaporation and flux convergence in the dry biases is better illustrated in Figure 4 , which shows scatter diagrams of Figure 4a ) and MC (Figure 4b ), respectively. A point on the diagonal line means the total water (q) tendency is zero and < P > 5 < E > 1 < C ½ >. A point above (below) it means positive (negative) total water tendency, or domain mean moistening (drying). In YOTC, both <½ C > = < P > and < E > = < P > are close to 0.5, with a very slight drying tendency. This implies that in YOTC, flux convergence and evaporation contribute equally to precipitation in both IO and MC. Similar results are observed in MERRA. CFSR on the other hand has slightly more contribution from < E > ($0.57) than from <½ C > ($0.4). In the MC, the reanalysis are in better agreement (Figure 4b ). We suggest that this could be due to the difficulties in initiating precipitation over the ocean in comparison with over land.
In contrast, in most simulations, < E > = < P > is greater than < ½ C > = < P >, indicating their precipitation depends more upon surface evaporation than flux convergence. In the simulations that suffer from large dry biases, most moisture for precipitation comes from < E > within the domains because <½ C > is near zero (Figure 4 ). This might suggest that the lack of precipitation and moisture is caused by the largescale flow. However, this flaw of the model would not necessarily lead to dry biases. Had excessive evaporation been produced by the model to compensate the deficit in flux convergence, there would not necessarily be a dry bias. The dry biases, and the wide spread of water cycles among the simulations, must be caused by a combination of the three problems: the flawed precipitation total, insufficient surface evaporation, and insufficient large-scale water flux convergence. The three are related to each other: surface evaporation and large-scale flux convergence both depend on the strength of the circulation, which in turn is closely related to the latent heating released by precipitation.
As mentioned above, the linear variation of precipitation with surface evaporation and flux convergence seen in Figure 3 indicate a fundamental relationship between the three variables. When the physics are changed to a combination that provides more precipitation, the relative increases in evaporation and flux convergence to supply the extra precipitation are almost given regardless of the exact changes in the physics schemes. This has been observed when simulation resolution increases [Hagemann et al., 2006] and when model land-ocean configuration is modified [Neale and Slingo, 2003] . However, such changes do not necessarily alleviate the dry biases.
The linearity between precipitation, evaporation, and flux convergence also holds for different averaging domain sizes, including the whole domain IOMC (not shown). An interpretation is that an increase in precipitation corresponds to more diabatic heating; area-averaged vertical mass flux and large-scale horizontal convergence increase in proportion, while surface evaporation makes up the balance by increasing in proportion to both. The implication is that the large-scale convergence in this region is completely determined by the physics leading to convective activity, and the strength of the water cycle is also determined by the physics as a consequence. This control of the large-scale mass, flow, and water budget by physical processes associated with convection is probably a feature of large areas of the tropics.
Sensitivities to Parameterization
The simulated water cycle is more sensitive to PBL schemes than to cumulus parameterization. Figure 3 clearly shows that most simulations with large dry biases used the MYJ PBL scheme (triangles), while the YSU scheme was used in most simulations without large dry biases (circles). Simulations with the UW PBL scheme lay in between the two extremes. Three groups of simulations (three clusters in Figure 3 ) can be identified.
Group 1: these simulations suffer from large dry biases in mean precipitable water <[ q]> and precipitation < P>, insufficient surface evaporation < E> and very small flux convergence <[ C]> in both IO and MC. Most of this group used the MYJ PBL scheme (triangles).
Group 2: they include two simulations that produced relatively small biases in <[ q]>, < P>, < E>, and <[ C]> in both the IO and MC. They are two versions of the NSAS cumulus scheme paired to the YSU PBL scheme (NSAS-YSU, NSASnoSH-YSU). Performance of the simulations in groups 1 and 2 is consistently poor (group 1) or good (group 2) in both IO and MC.
Group 3: they feature large discrepancies between the IO and MC: their precipitation is much lower in the MC than IO, with either wet biases in the IO but not in the MC (TK-YSU, SAS-YSU) or large dry biases in the MC but not in the IO (TK-MYJ, SAS-UW, NoCU-YSU).
Four simulations (NSAS-MYJ, NSAS-YSU, TK-MYJ, and TK-YSU) will be examined in more detail. They represent simulations with and without large dry biases and large fluctuations in the water cycle. They include simulations using the same PBL scheme paired with different cumulus schemes and the same cumulus scheme paired with different PBL schemes. They are from each of the three identified groups. NSAS-MYJ (dark blue triangle) belongs to group 1 with consistent large biases in the IO and MC. NSAS-YSU (dark blue circle) is from group 2 with consistent small biases in IO and MC. TK-MYJ (light green triangle) and TK-YSU (light green circle) are from group 3 with large discrepancies or inconsistencies in their water cycles between the IO and MC.
Sensitivities of precipitation distributions to both cumulus and PBL schemes are evident (Figures 2c and  2d) . Simulations using the TK scheme in general tend to produce far more precipitation than those using NSAS, with differences more noticeable in the IO than in the MC (Figure 3) . The TK scheme also shows much larger rainfall related to topography (Figure 1 ) than the NSAS scheme. The combination of any of the cited schemes with YSU produces an increase in precipitation (this is also true for the SAS scheme and for the simulations without cumulus scheme NoCU) in both the entire IOMC domain and two local regions.
The differences between the schemes are also noted in the contributions to the precipitation by evaporation (< E > = < P >) and flux convergence (<½ C > = < P >). In the IO, the fraction < E > = < P > ranges between 0.41 (TK-YSU) and 0.80 (NSAS-MYJ), TK-MYJ and NSAS-YSU lay in between with values of 0.55 and 0.59, respectively (Figure 4) . The values of < E > = < P > and <½ C > = < P > in the tropics produced by a cumulus ensemble model are 0.24 and 0.76, respectively [Sui et al., 1994] , which are within the range found here.
When the PBL scheme MYJ is switched to YSU, the flux convergence fraction increases between 14% (TK) and 21% (NSAS) in the IO, and 11% (TK), and 24% (NSAS) in the MC. On the other hand, when the cumulus scheme is switch from NSAS to TK using the same PBL scheme, the flux convergence in the IO (MC) increases between 14% (7%) when YSU is used and 20% (20%) when MYJ is used.
Spatial distributions of time (92 days) mean precipitation from TRMM and the four selected simulations are shown in Figure 5 (left). In TRMM (Figure 5a ), an ITCZ south of the equator in the IO is visible. There is a hint of a double ITCZ over the western IO. Precipitation is widely spread over most of the IO. There is a local precipitation minimum in the center of the MC, between Borneo and New Guinea. In the four selected simulations, both strong and weak precipitation in TRMM tends to be exaggerated (Figures 5c, 5e, 5g, and 5i) . In other words, precipitation is more concentrated in the simulations than in TRMM. The southern ITCZ is the dominant feature in the IO because of the dry biases to both its south and north. The contrast of wet land and dry seas in the MC, especially south of the equator (except the coastal region western Sumatra) is stunning.
These wet and dry biases are consequences of both unrealistic spatial distributions of rainfall and rain intensity probability produced by the parameterization schemes. Compared to TRMM, all four simulations produced insufficient rain except very light and heavy rain (Figure 6 ). This indicates that wet biases exist because of infrequent (< 1%), very heavy rain (>40 mm d 21 ) produced in certain simulations (e.g., TK-YSU).
Spatial distributions of total rain frequencies are very similar to those of mean rain rates (Figures 5a and 5b) . But their biases in the four simulations show distinct spatial patterns ( Figure 5 , right). It rains too often in both the southern ITCZ of the IO where heavy rain is, and in the western IO and near the lateral boundaries of the domain (except for TK-MYJ) where rain is very light. The dry biases can be produced by reduced rain frequency at all rain rates, for example, at the flanks of the ITCZ where erroneously strong ITCZ rain induces erroneously strong subsidence. They can also be produced by too little infrequent heavy rain while light rain is produced too frequently, for example, further away from the ITCZ. Apparently, rain frequencies are mainly determined by cumulus parameterization. Their spatial distributions vary a little with PBL schemes when TK was used (Figures 5d and 5f ), and are only slightly sensitive to the PBL schemes when NSAS was used (Figures 5h and 5j) .
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Vertical Structures
The evolution of vertical profiles of atmospheric water is presented as domain mean perturbations in water vapor mixing ratio (q v ). The perturbations ð< dq v >Þ are deviations from a reference profile. The reference profile was chosen to be a profile of YOTC q v averaged over the IOMC domain and the 92 day integration period. The resulting time series of <dq v > profiles over the IO and MC are shown in Figure 7 . In YOTC, <dq v > are deviations of the respective IO and MC mean of q v from its IOMC mean. Positive and negative <dq v > from the surface to about 400 hPa are related to the passage of the MJO event (Figures 7a  and 7b ). They were not reproduced by any of the simulations (Figures 7c-7j ).
Time series of <dq v > from the four selected simulations in Figure 7 demonstrate that their contrasts developed almost instantaneously after the initial time in the IO but took about 15 days in the MC. Both MYJ and YSU produce a lower and drier PBL in the MC than IO. It is apparent that the boundary layer tends to be drier in simulations using the MYJ PBL scheme than in those using YSU, and the difference is particularly noticeable with the NSAS cumulus scheme (Figures 7g-7j) . The NSAS-YSU simulation tends to create a persistent thin moist layer next to the surface in the IO (Figure 7i ), and the NSAS-MYJ run has a deeper dry layer in the MC (Figure 7h ). The dry biases tend to extend upward from the boundary layer more in the MC than IO in all simulations.
The YOTC time series of domain-mean boundary-layer height (<h>) shows an increase after the rainfall peak of the MJO in the IO when the lowest troposphere become anomalously dry (Figure 7a , bottom). This variability is not observed in the MC (Figure 7b , bottom) or in any simulation (Figures 7c-7j ). The simulations using the MYJ PBL scheme produced <h> higher than that from YOTC in both IO and MC regardless of the cumulus scheme used, which corresponds to a drier PBL. For a given cumulus scheme paired with MYJ, <h> is higher in the IO than in the MC but their PBL is dryer in the MC than in the IO. So there is no consistent relationship between h and PBL moisture biases. The variability in <h> is small in all simulations except at the beginning of the simulations using MYJ (Figures 7c and 7g ).
Time mean profiles of <dq v > (< dq v >) from the four simulations, YOTC, and the two other reanalysis products are shown Figures 8a and 8b. In both IO and MC, < dq v > in YOTC are positive in most of the troposphere because water vapor is generally higher near the equator, where the IO and MC domains are, than away from the equator toward the southern and northern boundaries of the IOMC domain, in which the reference profile was calculated. In contrast, there are large negative < dq v > in the lower troposphere and/or in the PBL in all simulations except TK-YSU. These negative < dq v > in the simulations, reflected by the dry biases seen in Figure 7 , are in contrast with the positive < dq v > in YOTC. Discrepancies among the three reanalysis data sets are also apparent, but the dry and moist biases in the simulations would be evident regardless of which reanalysis data set they are compared to. The examples shown in Figures 8a and 8b represent the general results from most simulations. Their < dq v > are dry (negative) in both IO and MC with negative peaks near 900 hPa. Exceptions include moist (positive) biases in the boundary layer and mid upper troposphere (700-300 hPa) only in some simulations using the YSU PBL scheme. It is noticed that the profile of < dq v > from MERRA is in a similar shape as those from simulations using NSAS cumulus scheme. This is not a coincidence. Cumulus parameterization in the model that produced MERRA is based on a simplified Arakawa-Schubert scheme [Moorthi and Suarez, 1992] . This illustrates that biases produced by cumulus schemes cannot be removed even by observational constraints during the data assimilation procedure! To help understand the reason for the vertical structures of the biases in water vapor mixing ratio, profiles of time and domain mean horizontal water flux convergence < C> are shown in Figures 8c and 8d , with net imports (convergence) into a domain at a given level defined as positive. Similarly, profiles of time and domain mean vertical water flux convergence h@ðqxÞ=@pi are shown in Figures 8e and 8f . In YOTC, net horizontal water imports occur from the surface to 500 hPa in both IO and MC, with large peaks near the surface. None of the simulations reproduced the near-surface import maxima (Figures 8c and 8d) . In the IO, TK-YSU, which produced the largest wet bias (Figure 3 ) and no dry bias in lower-tropospheric water vapor (Figure 7e) , is the only one of the four simulations that suffers from too much horizontal flux convergence at low levels (Figure 8c ). There is erroneous horizontal flux divergence in the layer of 700-500 hPa in the two simulations using NSAS, and even in CSFR (Figure 8c ). This implies a spurious shallow overturning circulation, as will be further discussed later.
Vertical water flux convergence is negative within the boundary layer and positive above, consistent to the perception that water is taken out of the boundary layer and transported into the troposphere. There is no model bias there. Model biases come from the amplitudes and level of peaks of vertical flux convergence. Simulation TK-YSU, which suffers the largest wet biases (Figures 1 and 3) , consistently produces too much vertical water transport into the troposphere from the boundary layer (Figure 8e ), where the spurious water supply comes from erroneous horizontal flux convergence (Figure 8c ). Its vertical flux convergence peaks are at higher level (350 hPa) than YOTC (450 hPa). Interestingly, NSAS-YSU appears to produce double peaks of vertical flux convergence, one at about 700 hPa, the other at 300 hPa (Figure 8f ). The vertical flux convergence profiles in the MC (Figure 8e ) are closer together than in the IO (Figure 8f ). The latter highlights, once more, the limitations in agreement between (re)analysis and simulations over the Ocean.
In the MC, the low-level horizontal convergence layer is too shallow in all simulations in comparison to that in YOTC (Figure 8d ). There, the erroneous horizontal flux divergence in the layer of 700-500 hPa occurs in the two simulations using MYJ. Model biases in vertical flux convergence appear to be smaller than in the IO (Figures 8e and 8f) . It is intriguing that the two simulations that produced vertical flux convergence 
Water and Temperature Tendencies
When examining moistening and heating or water and temperature tendencies due to physical processes (cumulus, PBL, microphysics) in YOTC and the WRF simulations, we must bear in mind that they are all products of parameterization schemes. The difference is that results from YOTC are strongly constrained by observations through data assimilation, while those from the simulations are weakly constrained by ERA-I through initial and boundary conditions. For example, diabatic heating profiles differ among the global reanalyses , most likely because of differences in their parameterization schemes. It is more appropriate to interpret results from YOTC as references instead of reality in their comparisons to simulations.
In YOTC, the total precipitable water tendency due to all parameterized processes (cumulus, microphysics, and turbulence), or Q2, is close to zero in the boundary layer and negative (drying) above the boundary layer in both IO and MC (Figures 9g and 9h) . The near zero tendency in the boundary layer is a result of balance between large and opposing effects of moistening by PBL processes (mixing evaporated water vapor up from the surface) and drying by cumulus processes (transporting moisture upward out of the boundary layer by updrafts and transporting drier air into the boundary layer by downdrafts). In all simulations, cumulus drying in the boundary layer is not strong enough to balance moistening by PBL schemes and give rise to net moistening in the boundary layer (Figures 9a, 9b, 9e, and 9f) . Cumulus drying also exists above the boundary layer in the troposphere up to 200 hPa, although with smaller amplitudes mostly resulting from compensating subsidence (Figures 9a and 9b) . Within or outside the boundary layer, cumulus drying is much weaker in the MC than IO (Figures 9a and 9b) . This is consistent with weaker precipitation in the MC than IO, as shown in Figures 2c and 2d . In some simulations, there are two peaks in tropospheric drying, one near 800 hPa and the other between 600 and 400 hPa. These correspond to two heating peaks related to warm and cold clouds, respectively, which will be discussed below. The NSAS simulations have shallow drying by the microphysics around the PBL top, indicating resolved shallow convection that is absent in TK simulations and YOTC (Figures 9c and 9d) .
Tendencies of cloud water and ice (CWI) in the cumulus schemes are shown in Figures 9i and 9j . They are one order of magnitude less than those of the water vapor mixing ratio. However, they are important because they demonstrate effects of warm (liquid water mixing ratio tendencies) and cold (ice water mixing ratio tendencies) clouds. Both the cloud liquid water and ice water tendencies are positive due to the conversion of water vapor (drying) to liquid water and ice during convection. It appears that the TK scheme detrains more low/midlevel cloud as a result of more active shallow convection within the scheme. This is supported by Figures 10a and 10b , where the microphysics is more active in producing a thin layer of shallow clouds itself in NSAS. Meanwhile, simulations using TK produced warm clouds (solid lines) that are much lower than in the simulations using NSAS in both IO and MC (Figures 9i and 9j ).
Diabatic heating profiles are relevant to the water cycle because of their effects on the circulation, and hence surface evaporation and water flux convergence, both in the horizontal and vertical. The sign of simulated flux convergence (Figures 8c and 8d ) must depend on the diabatically driven circulation. Profiles of domain and time mean diabatic heating due to various physical processes in YOTC and the four selected simulations are shown in Figure 11 . In YOTC, total heating (Q1) maintains a similar mean strength in the IO and MC (Figures 11k and 11l) , consistent with its precipitation (Figures 2 and 3) . Its peak is at 500-400 hPa, suggesting the dominance of deep convection involving ice processes. As for precipitable water and precipitation, total heating Q1 is very different among the simulations. The amplitude of Q1 in simulations of Group 3 (represented by TK-YSU and TK-MYJ) is considerably smaller in the MC than the IO. Q1 profiles from Group 2 simulations (represented by NSAS-YSU) stay close to that of YOTC in both IO and MC. Q1 in Group 1 simulations (represented by NSAS-MYJ) is substantially underestimated in the IO and becomes erroneously small in the entire troposphere in the MC because latent heating is just enough to offset radiative cooling there (Figures 11k and 11l ). There is large net surface heating in all simulations in the MC, not seen in YOTC (Figure 11l ), perhaps because PBL heating is not canceled by cumulus and microphysics cooling near the surface (Figures 11f and 11j) . This occurs to a much lesser extent in the IO (Figures 11e and 11i) .
The mid tropospheric heating profiles are consistent with their drying profiles, being dependent on how the subsidence or convective mass flux varies between simulations. The microphysics heating (Figures 11c and 11d ) and moistening (Figures 9c and 9d ) tendency profiles show drying and warming in the mid upper troposphere in the TK runs, and cooling and moistening in the NSAS runs, indicating that the TK runs have active stratiform clouds producing diabatic heating while NSAS produced stratiform clouds that are more passive with net evaporation. This represents a major distinction between how each of the cumulus schemes produces and interacts with resolved stratiform clouds. By contrast, the YOTC microphysics profile exhibits a stronger cooling below the melting level than the TK runs, but also represent active stratiform clouds above that level. The activity of the midlevel stratiform clouds depends on the cumulus scheme, but whether or not these produce net heating is not alone a determining factor on the overall net heating at those levels, which depends more on the PBL scheme.
The offsetting of the strong PBL and cumulus tendencies in the boundary layer indicates that their interaction is important. The YSU PBL tends to be associated with higher surface evaporation, seen in section 3, possibly because it mixes through the boundary layer more efficiently, enabling a drier surface layer. When combined with this PBL scheme, cumulus schemes can respond to this extra moisture flux and become more vigorous as is seen by their greater drying effect near the surface. Overall, these offsets are larger with the YSU PBL, indicating a stronger water cycle controlled by the boundary layer and convection.
Cloud Distribution and Radiative Impacts
The NSAS runs clearly overestimate boundary-layer clouds compared to the TK runs and YOTC, which is more severe in the IO than MC (Figures 10a and 10b) . The YSU scheme does not allow for liquid water at the top of the PBL, leaving it only to dry mixing, which would not be as effective in removing these clouds. In the case of the MYJ, even though the mixing is parameterized for liquid water and potential temperature, the problem seems to be as large as for YSU, perhaps because of the lack of explicit entrainment of drier air into the PBL. In the case of the TK runs, this explicit shallow convection is perhaps avoided by a more effective shallow scheme within TK. Both are mass-flux-based shallow schemes.
There is an apparent underestimation of warm (liquid) cloud above the boundary layer in the lower troposphere in all simulations compared to YOTC in both IO and MC (Figures 10a and 10b) ; similar results were reported by Dai et al. [2007] for the globe. However, it is not clear to what extent the YOTC analysis is true either. No such consistent biases across all simulations are found for cold (ice) cloud. Cold clouds are excessive in some simulations and insufficient in others (Figures 10c and 10d) . Most simulations did not produce the double peaks in cloud ice content seen in YOTC in both IO and MC (Figures 10c and 10d) . The peak at 500 hPa is perhaps primarily associated with graupel, while the other at 300 hPa associated with ice and snow. This structure likely depends on the microphysical parameterization used by YOTC, which differs from WSM6 used in our simulations. The larger amount of both warm and cold clouds in the IO than MC is consistent with stronger precipitation in the IO than MC (Figures 2,  3, and 4) . Similarly, more clouds are found in the runs using the YSU PBL schemes than those using MYJ, consistent with the precipitation differences. These precipitation differences are also evident in the vertical distribution of rain water or rain drops (Figures 10e  and 10f ). TK simulations have greater amounts of mean falling water drops overall. However, NSAS simulations have a double peak of rain water close to 900 hPa and 600 hPa, which is more noticeable in the IO (Figure 10e ) than in the MC (Figure 10f ). The lower maximum may be link to the resolvedshallow clouds in NSAS. These are also evident from the moistening (Figures  10c and 10d ) and heating (Figures 11c  and 11d ) profiles of the microphysics scheme.
According to Dai and Trenberth [2004] , the differences in the clouds distribution among simulations suggest that the simulations will also have diurnal cycles with different characteristics. The discussions on diurnal cycle variations, however, are not in the scope of this study.
The excessive boundary layer clouds lead to exaggerated cloud-top radiative cooling in the lowest 100 hPa, which is larger than 4 K d 
Summary and Discussion
The main results presented in this study can be summarized as:
1. The strength of the water cycle in the IO and MC, measured by its domain and time-mean precipitable water and precipitation, differs substantially among the 16 simulations with different combinations of cumulus and PBL parameterization schemes, and the large spread of water-cycle strength is mainly toward dry biases in comparison to YOTC.
Simulations with large wet/moist biases (in the IO) produced erroneous spikes in surface evaporation (related to spurious tropical cyclones), too much water vapor import, insufficient mid and lower tropospheric cooling and sometimes erroneous shallow heating by the microphysics (as opposed to cooling in YOTC).
The large differences among the simulations demonstrate the sensitivity of the simulated water cycle to cumulus and PBL parameterization schemes. The MYJ PBL scheme was used in most simulations producing large dry biases in both IO and MC, whereas YSU was used in most simulations producing wet biases in the IO or without large dry biases. Cr etat et al. [2012] found similar results over southern Africa.
The biases discussed in this study are not unique to the regional model used. Dry biases over the MC and IO and in the tropics in general have also been found in simulations of global models [Neale and Slingo, 2003; Andersson et al., 2005; Hack et al., 2006; Schiemann et al., 2013] . Here, several features distinguish simulations with large dry biases from those without. Simulations with large dry biases suffer from insufficient surface evaporation and large-scale horizontal precipitable water flux convergence or transport, and from erroneous mid and lower tropospheric diabatic heating. Neale and Slingo [2003] found a similar dry bias over the MC in a GCM, which is due to the misrepresentation of the interaction between land and ocean on diurnal scales.
2. Biases produced by a PBL scheme can penetrate into the middle troposphere, and biases produced by cumulus schemes into the boundary layer.
The biases in the boundary layer can be induced by cumulus parameterization schemes as well as PBL schemes. For example, dry biases in the boundary layer exist in simulations using the MYJ PBL scheme regardless of cumulus schemes. When the YSU PBL scheme is used, the boundary-layer dry biases still exist if it is paired to the NSAS cumulus scheme but disappear when the TK scheme is used (Figures 7  and 8 ). Tropospheric dry biases are much stronger when the NSAS cumulus scheme is paired to MYJ than to YSU (Figure 8 ).
3. The simulated water cycle and its spread and biases differ between the IO and MC.
Biases and errors in the simulated water cycle in the IO and MC are different in several ways. Precipitation, surface evaporation, and water flux convergence are weaker in the MC than IO only slightly in YOTC, but substantially in some simulations. In these simulations, large wet biases in the IO disappear in the MC, while dry biases in the IO worsen in the MC. The erroneous drying tendency in simulations with large dry biases is much greater during the first 30 days of integration in the MC than IO. Some simulations overestimate horizontal water import into the IO in boundary layer and lower troposphere, while others underestimate it; some produce erroneous exports in mid troposphere (700-400 hPa) in the MC. Moist biases in the boundary layer exist only in the IO with the YSU scheme ( Figure 7) . Excessive boundary-layer clouds in the NSAS simulations are more abundant in the IO than MC (Figures 10a and 10b) . The contrasts in the water cycle between the IO and MC suggest strong influences of the surface conditions on the performance of the parameterization packages.
4. Model biases in surface evaporation and water flux convergence are linked to biases in vertical structures of diabatic heating and vertical motion that are central to the large-scale circulations.
The erroneous horizontal midlevel moisture export and low-level and boundary-layer import suggest a spurious shallow overturning circulation (Figures 8c and 8d ). This spurious shallow overturning circulation can be inferred from profiles of diabatic heating with peaks at an unrealistically low level. Such unrealistic bottom-heavy heating profiles are obvious in simulations using the MYJ PBL schemes (Figures 11k and 11l ) but common in many other simulations (Figures 12a and 12b) . The bottom heavy heating profiles are mirrored by bottom heavy profiles of the vertical motion that are also shared by many simulations (Figures 12c and 12d) . The low-level peak of the vertical motion is part of the shallow overturning circulation.
5. None of these errors and biases is the reason for the model failure to reproduce the MJO event that occurred in the simulation period. The reason may be in common errors in all or most simulations in comparison to YOTC in both IO and MC regardless of the degree of their dry or moist biases. These common errors in the boundary layers include insufficient net water flux convergence, excessive drying by cumulus schemes dominated by even more excessive moistening by PBL schemes, which leads to their unrealistic low-level moistening in contrast to a weak tendency in YOTC. This suggest that a more realistic representation of local and large-scale convection together with improvements in the boundary layer process may help the reproduction of the MJO, as proposed by Neale and Slingo [2003] .
Based on these results, we summarize the water cycles in the IO and MC as portrayed by YOTC and their biases in the WRF simulations. In YOTC, precipitation depends roughly equally on surface evaporation and horizontal flux convergence controlled by the circulation in both IO and MC ( Figure. 4) . In the MC, surface evaporation is weaker than in the IO, hence weaker precipitation (Figure 3 ). The corresponding weaker latent heating release (Figures 11i and 11j ) in the troposphere leads to a weaker circulation, which results in a weaker flux convergence. Contributions to the weaker precipitation from surface evaporation and flux convergence remain roughly equal. Amplitudes aside, there is no fundamental difference between the water cycle in the IO and MC. This, however, applies only to the western part of the MC. A complete description of the water cycle for the entire MC must include the Celebes, Banda, and Arafura Seas, Moluccas, and New Guinea.
The WRF simulations with prescribed lateral boundary conditions produce dry biases in the water cycle because their precipitation in the IOMC region relies too much on surface evaporation rather than horizontal flux convergence ( Figure 4 ) and their diabatic heating peaks are too low (Figures 12a and 12b) . These lead to peaks of upward motions at an unrealistically low level (Figures 12c and 12d) . The consequence of these errors is a moisture convergence layer that is too shallow compared to that in YOTC, which results in dry biases in the lower troposphere (Figures 8 and 9 ). These dry biases weaken precipitation and reduce its associated surface wind. The corresponding reduction in surface evaporation aggravates the already weakened precipitation. This degrading feedback is responsible for the large dry biases in some simulations (Figure 2) . For the same reason, dry biases in the simulations are worsened over the MC because of the lack of surface evaporation. Liepert and Previdi [2012] found a similar drying in CMIP3 models. They refer to this drying as atmospheric leaking and propose this may be due to kinetic energy variations due to errors in the different clouds and diffusion parameterizations. On the other hand, cumulus schemes with stronger deeper diabatic heating profiles maintain their mass flux convergence, which leads to stronger moisture flux convergence. There is a positive feedback where stronger, deeper convection helps itself by generating deep moisture convergence.
The processes that lead to the large spread in the water cycle at the beginning of the simulations can be compared to those when the spread become quasi steady later in the simulations (Figure 2 ). Such a comparison is given in Figure 13 . This figure lists domain mean surface evaporation < E>, precipitation < P>, and vertical integrated water flux convergence <[ C]> from all simulations and the three global analysis products in the order of their domain mean precipitable water tendency or vertically integrated water tendency <@½ q=@t > (equation (4)) for the first 20 days and the rest of the integration period in the IO and MC. During the first 20 days (Figures 13a and 13b) , whether there is a drying or moistening tendency in a simulation largely relies on flux convergence <[ C]> while evaporation is similar in different simulations. This is particularly so when the IO is compared to MC. This underscores the central role of diabatic heating profiles in inducing the large-scale circulation and its water flux convergence as discussed earlier. While in general it rains less when the drying tendency is large, there is no one to one correspondence between precipitation and the water tendency. This reinforces the argument that the dry biases are not caused by parameterized precipitation alone.
After the first 20 days of integration (Figures 13c and 13d) , the spread of the simulated water cycle is no longer increasing, surface evaporation does not vary much among the simulations, the large variability in precipitation is mainly determined by that of water supply through flux convergence (Figures 13c and 13d) . In most simulations, however, water supply through flux convergence is much less than surface evaporation, while in the reanalyses they are similar, as previously seen (Figure 4 ). This deficit of flux convergence is the main mechanism for maintaining the dry biases through the integrations in some simulations.
In summary, there is no single type of parameterization scheme that can be identified as the main source of the biases in the simulated water cycle. It is the combination of errors from the parameterized cumulus, PBL, and microphysics processes that make the simulated water cycle deviate from that in YOTC. This implies that randomly combining off-the-shelf parameterization schemes for simulations in diabatically dominated regions such as the tropics is dangerous. The risk is that an apparent satisfactory simulation might simply result from cancellation of error from different parameterization schemes and the underlying physics they present is wrong. The tropical water cycle should be correctly simulated only as parameterization schemes of different processes are improved all together.
Appendix A: Water Cycle Calculations in WRF
This appendix explains in detail the calculation of the water cycle terms using WRF outputs. We assumed a simulation of R number of days on a domain of horizontal resolutions dx and dy with N and M number of grid cells and ktop number of vertical levels. WRF has a terrain-following vertical coordinate denoted by g and defined as g5 ðp h 2p ht Þ ðphs2pht Þ , where p h , p ht , and p hs are the hydrostatic, top, and surface pressure, respectively. The denominator p hs -p ht is l, which accounts for the column mass [Skamarock et al., 2008] . Therefore, the change in pressure Dp is defined as
Dp5lDg
( A1) We defined q as the addition of the six hydrometeors available in WRF: water vapor (q v ), cloud water (q c ), rain water (q r ), ice (q i ), snow (q s ), and graupel (q g ) mixing ratio, q5q v 1 q c 1 q r 1 q i 1 q s 1 q g (A2)
For a variable a5aðx; y; p; tÞ, the time mean is represented as: a5 aðx; y; pÞ, horizontal mean as: hai5haiðp; tÞ, and vertical integration as: a ½ 5 a ½ ðx; y; tÞ. The vertical integration is weighted by the mass of each vertical layer as: a ½ ðx; y; tÞ52 1 g Ð p5top p5surface adp, where dp is the thickness of the vertical layer. Using A1, the vertical integration in model levels is then: The vertical layer thickness in the numerical model is discrete, therefore dg5Dg. This applies to the horizontal plane as well: dx5Dx and dy5Dy. In the horizontal plane, the grid sizes are characterized by a nondimensional factor (mapfactor). These factors change according to the projection used. In WRF, Dx and Dy are kept constant in the computational space, and the map factors ðm x ; m y Þ are defined as the ratio between Dx; Dy ð Þand the real distance on the earth [Skamarock et al., 2008] . In order to simplify the equations in this paper, we refer as Dx and Dy as the value already multiplied by this mapfactor.
The calculation of the q water flux convergence, C(x,y,p,t), is obtained by solving a closed line integral across the domain of interest (equation (2a)). The closed integral is divided into four parts, one per each horizontal boundary of the domain: east, west, north, and south (equation (2b)). The domain mean of F E , F W , F N , and F S are calculated from the following equations: , is defined as
The moisture flux convergence is positive when there is moisture coming into the domain. The addition of the values of C in p will correspond to the vertical integration over the column, since the values are weighted by pressure in (A4).
The zonal F E ; F W ð Þ and the meridional F N ; F S ð Þcomponents of A6 may be studied separately in order to identify the sources and sinks of moisture. Additionally, one may not add the values along the boundary in equation A4, and the boundary can be seen as a slice. This would be useful to investigate where in the boundary the moisture is entering or leaving the domain.
The vertical q flux convergence (second term on the RHS of equation (1) The time mean F V k is calculated following equation A6.
Last, the moisture and heating tendencies were obtained directly as model output from WRF. Both tendencies were accumulated every 6 h during the complete simulations. Time and spatial means were calculated as described at the begging of this appendix.
